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ON FIRMLY NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS

RYSZARD SMARZEWSKI

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. It is shown that any A-firmly, 0 < A < 1 , nonexpansive mapping

T: C —> C has a fixed point in C whenever C is a finite union of nonempty,

bounded, closed convex subsets of a uniformly convex Banach space.

Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X, and let X £ (0, 1). Then

a mapping T: C —> X is said to be X-firmly nonexpansive if

(1) \\Tx - Ty\\ < ||(1 - X)(x - y)+X(Tx - Ty)\\

for all x, y £ C. In particular, if (1) holds for every X £ (0, 1), then T is

said to be firmly nonexpansive. It is clear that every A-firmly nonexpansive

mapping is nonexpansive; i.e., for each x and y in C, we have \\Tx - Ty\\ <

II* - y ||. Conversely, to each nonexpansive T: C —> C one can associate a firmly

nonexpansive mapping with the same fixed-point set whenever C is closed and

convex [3]. Moreover, from the point of view of fixed-point theory for the

class of all closed convex subsets C, firmly nonexpansive mappings T: C ->

C do not exhibit better behavior than nonexpansive mappings in general [2].

However, this behavior is completely different in the class of nonconnected

subsets C. Indeed, in this note we prove the following result:

Theorem. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, let C = \j"k=x Ck be

a union of nonempty, bounded, closed convex subsets Ck of X, and suppose

T: C —> C is X-firmly nonexpansive for some X £ (0, 1). Then T has a fixed

point in C.

This theorem is no longer true if T is merely nonexpansive, even in one-

dimensional space X = R. For example, if C = [-2, -1] U [1, 2], then the

mapping T: C —> C defined by Tx = —x is nonexpansive and fixed-point free.

On the other hand, if Cx = ■■■ = Cn = C, then the theorem is true for each

nonexpansive mapping T : C —► C, which is the celebrated result of Browder

[1], Göhde [4], and Kirk [5]. More generally, the same result is also valid when

rt=1 q * 0 [6]-
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Proof of the theorem. Let z £ C, and let xk be the unique asymptotic center

[3] of sequence (T'z) with respect to the bounded, closed convex subset Ck

(1 < k < n). In other words, by the uniform convexity of X, the point xk £ Ck

is uniquely determined by the identity

(2) f(xk)= inff(x),
xELk

where the convex functional /: X —► [0, oo) is defined by

f(x) = lim sup \\x - Tlz\\.
i—*oo

Since T is nonexpansive, we have \\Txk - Tl+ z\\ < \\xk - T'z\\. Hence

(3) f(Txk)<f(xk)

for all k. Now, if Txk £ Ck for some k, then the uniqueness of asymp-

totic center xk in conjunction with (2) and (3) yields Txk = xk , which com-

pletes the proof. Otherwise, if Txk <£ Ck for all k, then there exist inte-

gers {«, , «,, ... , «  } c {1, 2, ... , «}   (m>2) such that Tx    £ C     (k =
k k+\

I, ... , m - \) and Tx £ C . Clearly, without loss of generality, one can

rearrange the sequence Ck in such a way that nk = k for all k . Then we have

Txk £ Ck+X (k = 1, 2, ... , m - 1), Txm £ Cx, and xk £ Ck for all k . Hence,

one can combine (2) and (3) in order to get

f(xx)<f(Txm)<f(xJ<f(Txm_x)

< f(xm_x) <      < f(x2) < f(Txx) < f(xx).

Thus we have f(Txk) = f(xk+x) which, in view of the uniqueness of asymptotic

centers xk, yields

(4) xk+x = Txk       (k= 1, 2, ... , m),

where we have denoted xm+x = xx for the latter simplicity. Hence we readily

derive

\\xk_x -xk\\ = \\Txk - Txk+X\\ < \\xk-xk+x\\ = \\Txk_x - Txk\\ < ||*ft_, -*fc||

for every k , and

(5) \\xx -x2\\ = \\x2 - x3\\ = ■ ■ ■ = \\xm_x -xj = \\xx -xj:=y.

Clearly, if y = 0, then xx = x2 - Txx by (4). Hence the proof is completed

in this case. Thus it remains to show that the inequality y > 0 is impossible.

Since T is A-firmly nonexpansive for some X £ (0, 1), it follows from (4) that

7 = \\xk+x -xfc|| = ||rxfc-7'xJfc_I|! < \\(\-X)(xk-xk_x)+X(xk+x -xk)\\

< (1 -X)\\xk - xk_x\\ + X\\xk+X -xk\\ = y.

Therefore, in view of strict convexity of the norm, we get

xk ~xk_x= ak(xk+x -xk)       (2<k<m, xm+x =xx),
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for some ak ^ 0. Moreover, by (5) we have \ak\ = 1 for all k. Hence the

following two cases may occur:

Case I. If ak - -1 for some k, then xk_x = xk+x . Hence one can apply (1)

and (4) to get

ll**-**_ill = WTxk-i - TxkW ̂ IK1 -Wxk-i ~xk) + X(xk -xk_x)\\

= \l-2X\\\xk-xk_x\\<\\xk-xk_x\\.

This contradiction shows that y = 0.

Case II. If ak = 1 for all k, then we have

x2 = (xx +x3)/2,        x3 = (x2+x4)/2, ... ,xm_x = (xm_2 + xJ/2,

xm = (xx+xm_x)/2.

Clearly, the first m-2 identities mean that the points x2, x3, ... , xm_x divide

the interval [xx, xm] into m - 1 subintervals [xk , xk+x] (1 < k < m - 1) of

the same length y > 0. But this leads to a contradiction with the identity

xm = (x\ +xm-\)l^ ■ Hence we have always y = 0, which completes the proof.
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